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In this revised and updated 20th anniversary edition of his groundbreaking book, Dr.Exactly why is it
so hard for covert incest survivors to invest in romantic associations? He explains how 'sense close'
with a parent is not always the foundation of comfort the term suggests, particularly when that child
can be cheated out of a childhood by being a parent's surrogate partner. •  Adams carries a fresh
Q&A section that directly addresses issues including:• If my partner is a covert incest survivor, how
can I help?How come sexual addiction so common with covert incest survivors?• •  Kenneth
Adams, a respected professional on covert incest, sex addiction, and childhood trauma, offers
equipment for identifying and curing from covert incestuous relationships that affect adult human
relationships and lives.Can I pass covert incest on to my kids? Dr.How can this end up being
incestuous when there is absolutely no physical sexual get in touch with?•   Through new findings
and expanded discussions on 'engulfment,' 'excessive guilt,' 'loyalty,' and 'narcissism,' and others,
Silently Seduced offers a framework to understand covert incest and its own influence on sexuality,
intimacy, and associations to facilitate the process of recovery.
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Mind shattering Must go through! Excellent, Excellent Book Excellent, excellent publication. I knew I
acquired narcissistic parental figures but was not aware that I was also influenced by covert incest.
In my own case it was my mom who forced me in to the surrogate caretaker part. I normally
evolved to be a different mother or father but there have been enough issues that I was exposed to
which I am responsible for insuring it generally does not move along to another generation. This
book helped me understand pervasive covert incest issues in my own family of origin which led to
very harmful codependent traits. I've prepared many books on dysfunctional households, but
Kenneth Adams is usually apparently one of those therapists who is certainly really GOOD because
his insight into these things comes through really highly. He doesn't waste words like so many
writers do and I sensed like the wall of misunderstanding in my life started dropping down. I
discovered a lot. I can observe all the symptoms with both my parents making me their partner.
Easily readable and digestable We came across to this publication when reading another reserve
by Neil Strauss (THE REALITY) where this book simply because referenced as a way to obtain
good knowledge on enmeshment.There exists a way to avoid it, there are steps to check out that
can assist in the healing process. Interesting topic My couples therapist recommended this book to
me, as I was the surrogate partner to each parent at different times in my childhood. I've already
done a whole lot of function in therapy, but this reserve was very insightful nonetheless. well written
/ insightful This book helped me to comprehend --why certain family members were not able as
adults to split up from their parents, why they erected such high "walls" against others / had few
friends, why they never dated, why they never married. Steal the main element of man power
under pillow of mom! I have been hearing to both of them talk about personal complications since I
was a teen. I downloaded on my kindle and read it in a significant short time.. It's very validating for
people to have a framework to comprehend how devistating these relationships actually are to the
kid even decades into adulthood, and to know that their is a path to healing. Spot on Book As
someone that has gone thru Covert Incest, this book is the hardest reserve to ever read in my life.
This is an very important book because many adult survivors have no idea what happened to them
throughout their childhood. This is an excellent book to describe and assist you to identify if you are
a victim of Emotional or Covert incest. In case you have had or have a mother or father that treats
you similar to a spouse rather than child, I urge you to read this book.. The writer is very
knowledgeable.. Dr. Basically no-one like him due to reading this book i took one of is own boot
camps and it had been great. Kennth Adams is the authority when it comes to family members
dynamics and treatment for family members inbalance. Jaw dropping. Excellent to greatly help
people identify if they suffer from Psychological or Covert Incest. Seeing my life in these pages has
changed me.. The step-by-step instructions to over come the ideas that experienced me imprisoned
are a game changer for me. Five Stars Good condition Important and useful book Enlightening
book.. I refer to this book over and over, like the Bible. Disengagement yr1 Risk losing attachment
Surface and solidify the personal/seperate and by itself feeling's and need/ How we deal with the
discomfort defines who we are. Owning oneself. A superb book. This is an very important book
because many adult survivors . It is quite resourceful, and very easily readable.. Own lifestyle and
Personal need's.... I wish I had been introduced to this concept years ago. I've told several people
about it. Incredibly useful to provide a framework for certain behaviors and emotions linked to
intimate relationships.." They were so ideal, I am just now able to open up and go past Chapter one.
Relatable stories that anyone can relate with. You will then have to continue your reading with
various other books. Too Narrow of a Focus Some very nice info, but as someone said before, too
narrow of a concentrate on opposite gender relationships and not on same gender relationships
which is what I have dealt with. Excellent book about emotional incest I must say i liked this book



because it is packed with insights in to the emotional incest concern. Highly recomment Helping me
to recover my inner child This book has been pivotal in the healing of my inner child.. Gentleness
and not loss in the Female/putting personal before parent's Everything except No. Basically no one
like him due to reading this book i .. It was given to me a long time ago by a pal when they said it
match me to a "T. If a kid is abused covertly in this way for several decades they are often not
even fully aware they have been abused, particularly if both parents likewise have several
personality disorders. I like that the writer has provided the primary essence of an extremely
complex topic in an extremely concise manner.
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